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The Symbol Phaser P460 Memory Scanner

Since the launch of the first hand held laser scanner, bar coding has evolved well beyond the
point of sale. Scanning has provided the benefits of instant information access to inventory
receiving at the back room, to shelf audits at product displays and everywhere in between.  With
this convergence, real time data capture and integrated information management was never so
critical.  We saw a challenging opportunity to fill a market niche with one highly versatile device
that could successfully and cost-effectively, address the diverse sets of data management needs
among these various applications.  Such a device must continue to build upon the reputation our
company has earned as a hand held laser scanner innovator, while providing new levels of task
efficiencies.

Performing the tasks of not just one, but several products, the Phaser P460 speaks to these
various market needs in one affordable, ergonomically superior bar code scanner.  Phaser’s
breakthrough design is an entirely new approach to heavy duty scanners that successfully
combines mobility, versatility, transmitting power and exceptional ergonomics.

Designers packed high-powered scanning performance into a small, highly ergonomic shape,
creating a new concept for scanners of its kind.  Its DFA (Design for Assembly) approach makes
it possible to expand the product line without impacting manufacturing costs.  This modular format
consists of a canopy, a mid section and a handle section.  Each is affordably manufactured,
bearing an easier product to assemble and upgrade.

Phaser is shaped to meet the highest ergonomic standards. While in the hand, the top canopy
rests against the supporting tissue between the thumb and forefinger, allowing users to maintain
high levels of productivity without fatigue, stress or injury.  Placement of the display visually
confirms scans and makes data input easy with the opposing hand.  The patented two-finger
trigger is also proven to maximize comfort. Phaser’s patent-pending “handle forward” shape is an
intuitive guide that invites users to hold and scan. Its modified gun handle form factor, with soft
edges and friendly appearance, is designed to support the uniformly recognizable style and
quality of the Company’s brand identity.

The product is made of an injection molded PC/ABS blend to assure long-lasting, trouble free
performance, even surviving repeated 6’ drops to concrete (industrial model). Rubberized gaskets
serve multiple functions, giving the product a high value appearance and protection at a lower
cost than overmolding, and can be replaced or upgraded easily. They form the unique rugged
bumper guard and support foot which protect the unit from damage when dropped or tossed back
to the counter top.  The industrial model’s internal O-rings seal and protect it from dirt, grime, and
extreme weather conditions, even in warehouse freezers.

Mobility is a key design feature of the Phaser P460.  A fully-integrated Lithium Ion battery pack
frees users to walk around large items without heavy lifting at POS, or “cuts the cord” for
warehouse inventories, gift registry or shelf audits. The radio antenna is positioned for maximum
transmission and signals up to 100 feet away.

The versatility of this device is unequaled in the industry.  Phaser is ideal for burgeoning
applications like gift registry. Its small-sized yet full-function terminal capabilities appear friendly to
users unfamiliar with handheld devices.  Phaser drives efficiency into the retail market because it
reduces redundancy and gaps in current applications; now one product can replace an entire
family of industrial scanners in the back room and retail scanners at POS, at a much lower cost.
Phaser, quite simply, revolutionizes the way people work.


